Abstract. Structuring the information and knowledge needed to implement a factory, as well as doing its control and management by computer systems, is the purpose of the meta-model and solutions here presented. This meta-model includes: an object-oriented model to structure the needed information and knowledge; a model for manufacturing systems; a prototype that integrates the two previously referred models with real time control, in order to plan and to realize the management of a factory.
Introduction
The Biology Department at the University of Azores holds a production unit in a laboratory environment, a biofactory that has been producing Ephestia Kuehniella Zeller eggs. This "Mediterranean flour moth" works as an intermediate host for multiplication of Trichogramma, a parasitoid used in biological control, to avoid the use of pesticides in agriculture [1] . This Biofactory patented by J. Tavares and described in [2] has been through several improvements. One of them, occurring in a period where it was producing with a computer and instrumental system, a software and hardware solution controlling the Biofactory in real-time, which we designed and implemented [3] .
The advantage of this system is that all tasks can be automatically performed, minimizing human presence in the compartments where the activity of Ephestia adults (little butterflies) can be harmful to human beings, due to a micro powder released by their wings.
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To structure the information and knowledge needed for a manufacturing system, the object-oriented technologies has been widely used in automated manufacturing models [7] , process planning, manufacturing activities and resources [8] [9], as well as Petri nets for planning and controlling manufacturing activities [10] . The integration of several models is usually made for efficient manufacturing systems.
As we needed to plan, implement and control this Biofactory by a computer system, we decided to use the following models: the HBDS (Hypergraph-Based Data Structure) [5] , an object-oriented model for structuring data from the information about the Biofactory and its environment; Operators associated to the HBDS Abstract Data Types (HBDS-ADT) [4] , that we have conceived and built to control and act on the HBDS-ADT; the GRAI (Graphs with Results and Activities Interrelated) model [6] , for the manufacturing system. We have also integrated the GRAI within the HBDS, so that the Biofactory activities could be represented in the HBDS context [3] .
This Ephestia Biofactory that can produce an average of three million eggs per day [2] is still producing in a laboratory environment for R&D needs, at the above mentioned Biology Department, but its control system by computer has already become obsolete and is not working nowadays.
In the same Department, a project is being analyzed in order to build a new Biofactory for industrial production. In this context, we here summarize the results obtained in the first stage of the Biofactory for R&D, and point out a Meta-model for planning, controlling and managing, with updated conceptual and technological solutions to be prepared for the new industrial production unit.
In the remaining of this paper, section 2 presents how to structure the information needed for the manufacturing system, the said Biofactory, with the HBDS model, showing its application to a Biofactory partial structure. Section 3 is dedicated to the knowledge on the manufacturing system, presenting the concept Operator associated to the HBDS-ADT and defining some of these Operators on the Biofactory. Section 4 reveal the GRAI model for manufacturing systems applied to some Biofactory activities. The main contribution of this paper is presented in section 5: a Structural Prototype for planning and controlling a manufacturing system in real time and its application to the Biofactory. Section 6 points out the new solutions for computer control of the under study Biofactory industrial unit and Section 7 sets the conclusions.
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Structuring the Information Needed for the Bio Factory
Introduction to the HBDS Model
We have discussed the advantages of the HBDS model used for structuring the information needed for the Biofactory in , and its graphic representation
